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Abstract
The eastern variety of Kmhmu' described in this study has a rich phoneme inventory of 36
consonants and 10 distinctive vowel qualities with contrastive vowel length. There is no contrast
of vowel phonation or tone, although voicing and glottalisation do contrast in initial consonants.
Word and syllable structure are described along with word formation patterns. Previous
descriptions of this variety of Kmhmu' differ in their interpretation of the final voiceless palatal
continuant and in their interpretation of vowel length preceding final /ʔ h ȷ̊ / (Smalley 1961,
Preisig 1990, Suksavang Simana et al. 1994 and Suwilai 2002). This study presents data and
analysis which clarify these details. This analysis suggests that the voiceless palatal
approximant in final position be interpreted as an approximant, rather than a fricative as others
have analysed it, because it is realised with little turbulence. It also demonstrates how vowel
length contrast is neutralised in syllables with final laryngeal consonants /ʔ h ȷ̊ /, where duration
is consistently intermediate between long and short. The neutralisation of vowel length before
final /ȷ̊ / is thought to be due to the articulatory and auditory similarity to final /h/.
Keywords: Kmhmu', phonology, vowels
ISO 639-3 code: kjg

1 Introduction
There has been considerable linguistic research done on Kmhmu'. Smalley (1961) was one of the first
linguists to produce a grammar of a Luang Prabang variety, including a detailed phonological and
morphological description. Anthropological and linguistic studies in the Yuan variety have been conducted
over some decades by researchers from Lund University, Sweden, including studies on phonology (Lindell et
al. 1981, Svantesson 1983, 1989; Svantesson et al. 2014). Suwilai has published extensively on Kmhmu',
including a descriptive grammar (1987), and her most recent work, a five-volume set including a dictionary
of Kmhmu' in Laos, Thailand, Vietnam and China and a multi-dialect thesaurus (2002). Cooper & Cooper
(1999) published a phonological description of a variety of Kmhmu' in Chiang Rai Province, Thailand. From
within Laos the major contribution has been a dictionary of a Xieng Khouang variety (Suksavang Simana' et
al. 1994). For a more comprehensive list of works on Kmhmu' see the bibliography by Cheeseman et al.
(2017).
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The phonological descriptions given in Smalley (1961), Preisig (1990:1-8), Suksavang Simana et al.
(1994:49-63) and Suwilai (2002: 3.xxiv-xxxvii) differ in their interpretation of the final palatal approximant
and vowel length preceding the laryngeal finals /ʔ h ȷ̊ /. The final voiceless palatal approximant /ȷ̊ / represents
the Proto-Austroasiatic *-s. It has been variously described as a consonant cluster /jh/ (Smalley 1961:11), an
aspirated palatal semi-vowel /jʰ/ (Preisig 1990:5; Suksavang et al. 1994:58), a voiceless palatal fricative /ç/
(Suwilai 2002ːxxviii) and, in another variety of Kmhmu', a voiceless palatal approximant /ȷ̊ / (Cooper &
Cooper 1999:150). On the issue of vowel length, vowels of syllables with final /ʔ h ȷ̊ / have generally been
characterised as short (Smalley 1961:5; Preisig 1990:7; Suksavang et al. 1994:58-59) or characterised as long
in isolation and short in connected speech (Suwilai 1987:13,16). This study seeks to clarify these details
through a phonological analysis of data elicited from Kmhmu' speakers from the Lao PDR. 3 Examples are
also taken from the Kmhmu'-Lao-French-English Dictionary (Suksavang Simana et al. 1994).
1.1 Kmhmu' linguistic background
There are over 700,000 speakers of the Kmhmu' language located mainly in the Lao PDR, Thailand,
Vietnam, China and in migrant populations in France, the United States of America and Canada. In the Lao
PDR, where most of the Kmhmu' live, they are located mainly in the northern and central provinces of
Phongsali, Luang Nam Tha, Bokeo, Udomsay, Luang Prabang, Hua Phanh, Xieng Khouang, Sayabuli,
Vientiane and Bolikhamsay. Kmhmu' in Thailand live mainly in Nan and Chiang Rai provinces, with some
smaller populations in Kanchanaburi, Uthaithani, and Lampang. There are also Kmhmu' located in Sipsong
Panna Prefecture of Yunnan province in China, and in northern Vietnam.
Linguistically, Kmhmu' is in the Austroasiatic language phylum. Until recently, Austroasiatic
languages were seen as divided into two principal clades, the Munda languages and the Mon-Khmer
language family, and Kmhmu' was placed in the Khmuic branch of the Mon-Khmer family. This view has
been challenged by Sidwell, who proposes a strongly-branching tree with 11 primary nodes (Sidwell 2008;
Sidwell & Blench 2011; Sidwell 2015c), as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Provisional Austroasiatic classification (from Sidwell 2015c:179)

Khmuic forms one of these branches and includes Kmhmu' as by far the largest of the Khmuic
languages, along with the smaller languages Mlabri, Khsing Mul, T'in/Mal/Pray, Puôc, Bit, Phong, Theen
(Tai Then), Iduh (Tai Hat), Khang and Khabit. Research on the other languages and the internal structure of
the Khmuic branch is ongoing, and the systems offered differ in structure relationships and even in the
number of languages involved (Filbeck 1978; Proschan 1996; Chazée 1999; Peiros 2004; Sidwell 2009,
2014, 2015a, b, c).
Sidwell (2015c) has proposed a tree structure for the Khmuic branch based on his study of the
historical sequence of phonological changes within Khmuic, shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Khmuic classification (from Sidwell 2015c:192)
/aː/ Khmu (Cuang, Khuen, Rok, Yuan etc.)
Proto-Khmuic *aː

/ɛː/ Mlabri
/ iə/ Khsingmul, Mal-Pray/Tinic
/ iː/ Pramic

There are several distinct varieties of Kmhmu', falling into two main clusters, which we may refer to
as Eastern and Western (Suwilai 2004). The major differences between varieties are of a lexical and
phonological nature. The Eastern varieties have a rich initial consonant inventory including voicing
opposition for both stops and sonorants, while the Western varieties have restructured the initial consonant
voicing distinction into new contrasts of vowel phonation, tonality or a combination of the two. The Eastern
variety cluster is spoken in Phongsali, eastern Udomsay, Luang Prabang, Hua Phanh, Xieng Khouang,
Sayabuli, Vientiane and Bolikhamsay provinces in Lao PDR (Suksavang et al. 1994, Svantesson 1989), in
Điện Biên Phủ, Sơn La and Nghệ An provinces in North Vietnam and some villages in Sipsongpanna
(Xishuangbanna) in China (Suwilai 2002). The Western variety cluster is spoken in Luang Nam Tha, Bokeo
and Udomsay provinces in Lao PDR, in Chiangrai and Nan provinces in Thailand, and in some villages in
Sipsong Panna in China (Suksavang et al. 1994, Svantesson 1989, Suwilai 2002). Some varieties within each
cluster have been studied in some detail, but there has been no comprehensive study to determine whether
there are distinct boundaries between varieties or a continuum of varieties merging into one another across
the Kmhmu'-speaking area.
This paper describes one of the Eastern varieties of Kmhmu' spoken in Vientiane, Luang Prabang,
Xiang Khouang, and Bolikhamsay provinces in Laos, sometimes known as Kmhmu' Am, Kmhmu' Cwang or
Kmhmu' Ou. By far the largest of the groups (perhaps as many as two thirds of the 700,000 plus Kmhmu'
speakers), it is also considered the most widely understood across the Kmhmu' speaking community and is
hereafter referred to as Kmhmu'.

2 Kmhmu' word and syllable structure
The maximal word template for Kmhmu' can be expressed as follows: ((CiCf).Ci(V)(Cf)).Ci(Cm)V(Cf). Words
may be monosyllabic, disyllabic iambs or less frequently, trisyllabic anapaests. The final syllable, known as
the major syllable, is always stressed and is phonotactically unrestricted compared with non-final syllables.
Monosyllables are equivalent to major syllables of polysyllabic words. Penultimate and antepenultimate
syllables, known as minor syllables or pre-syllables, are reduced in length and intensity and are
phonotactically restricted compared with major syllables. Trisyllables are typologically unusual for
languages in the area and in Kmhmu’ only occur when either the causative prefix p(C)- or the nominalising
prefix sŋ- is added to a disyllable. Examples of permissible word shapes are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Kmhmu' word structure

Monosyllabic
Disyllabic

Trisyllabic

CiV
ɡaː ʻto climbʼ
cɐ.lɛː
ʻnarrow spadeʼ
pn.bɛː ʻto exploitʼ
-

Major syllable shape
CiCmV
CiVCf
kʰrɔː ʻto requestʼ
ter ʻto jumpʼ
sɐ.ɡrəː
cɐ.mɔːl ʻto dibbleʼ
ʻlemon grassʼ
pn.blia ʻto beautifyʼ km.nuːn ʻto kneelʼ
pn.sɐ.ɡar
ʻto straightenʼ
pn.hn.drɨː
sŋ.km.nɜːm ʻgiftʼ
ʻto disarrangeʼ
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CiCmVCf
ble:k ʻeelʼ
pɐ.ɡrəŋ ʻequallyʼ
pk.la:k ʻto deceiveʼ
pn.lɐ.druaj
ʻto appeaseʼ
pn.hm.pʰrah
ʻto cause to openʼ
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In major syllables with a complex onset, there are predictable patterns which govern whether an initial
consonant sequence is realized as a cluster or has a vocoid transition, symbolized in this paper as ɐ.
Prevocalic sequences of obstruent+/r/ are always realised as complex onsets of a monosyllable (e.g. /briʔ/
[briʔ] ʻforestʼ). The same is true of prevocalic sequences of bilabial or velar obstruent+/l/or/w/ (e.g. /pleʔ/
[pleʔ] ʻfruitʼ, /ɡlɔk/ [ɡlɔk] ʻbamboo bowlʼ, /kwaːj/ [kwaːj] ʻtuberʼ). However a sequence of coronal obstruent
+/l/or/w/ is always realised with a vocoid transition (e.g. /cɐ.lɔːŋ/ [cɐ̆.ˈlɔːŋ] ʻboatʼ, /tɐ.waːŋ / [tə̆.ˈwaːŋ]
ʻinterval of timeʼ), as are all other prevocalic CC combinations (e.g. /pɐ.teʔ/ [p�̆ .ˈteʔ] ʻearthʼ). Even so, my
analysis of such Cɐ sequences in this dialect of Kmhmu' at present is that they are true minor syllables, as
explained below.
2.1 Minor syllables
There are two types of minor syllables in Kmhmu'; namely those with a vocalic rhyme, CiV, and those with a
consonantal rhyme CiCf, but none with both. In CC minor syllables the consonant coda is typically a liquid
or nasal sonorant /r l m n ŋ/, except in cases which exhibit coda-reduplicating infixation (see 3.5 Minor
syllable codas), in which case an approximant /w j/ or an obstruent /p t c k/ may also occur as Cf. If Cf is a
sonorant, the sonorant constitutes the syllable nucleus as a syllabic consonant, e.g. /tm.bɔʔ/ [tm̩.bɔʔ] ʻto addʼ.
If Cf is an obstruent a vocalic transition is always inserted after the initial consonant, e.g. /rk.bak/ [rɨk.bak]
ʻsaddleʼ.
In a diachronic perspective, it is apparent that the language is slowly progressing to monosyllabic word
structure, with the accompanying progressive reduction of the vowel contrastivity and quality in the minor
syllable. But at this point in time in this particular variety of the language, my analysis indicates that there
are still CiV minor syllables in Kmhmu'. There are a few cases of minor syllable vowel unpredictability that
point to this.
In general, minor syllable vowel quality is non-contrastive, most often being realised as the close central
vowel [ɨ], e.g. /kɐ.muːl/ [k�̆ .ˈmuːl] ʻsilverʼ. In a few instances, however, unpredictable variation in minor
syllable vowel quality is found as in the minimal pair /hɐ.ʔiar/ 'chicken' which is invariably realised as
[hɪ̆ .ˈʔiar], and /hɐ.ʔia/ 'sweet' which is invariably realised as [hɐ̆.ˈʔia]. There is also dialectal variation, e.g.
/hɐ.ʔeʔ/ [hɪ̆ .ˈʔeʔ]~[hɐ̆.ˈʔeʔ] ʻfirewoodʼ. If you use the [hɪ̆ .ˈʔeʔ] pronunciation with a [hɐ̆.ˈʔeʔ] variety speaker,
you will be firmly corrected. These examples, though few, clearly point to an underlying vowel quality in the
mind of the speaker.
Another factor that points to CiV minor syllables is the restriction placed on Ci. In her study on Khmer
and Bunong, Butler (2015) finds that Khmer does not have true minor syllables, but rather phonological
monosyllables with excrescent transitions. This analysis is supported by the absence of restrictions on the
inventory of C1 in C1ɐC2VC sequences compared with the restricted inventory of consonants permissible in
minor syllables which have a consonant coda. In Khmer, C1 may be any of the initial consonants found in
monosyllables. While in Bunong, which Butler analyses as having true minor syllables, she finds that C1 in
both C1ɐC2VC and C1ɐC2.C3VC sequences has the reduced segmental inventory characteristic of minor
syllables. In Kmhmu' there is likewise a restriction on Ci in both CiV minor syllables (C1ɐC2VC sequences)
and CiCf minor syllables (C1ɐC2.C3VC sequences); namely p t c k r l s h, compared with the 35 initial
consonants found in monosyllables.
Both this restriction on C1 in C1ɐC2VC sequences along with the unpredictability of vowel quality in a
few cases together support an analysis of CiV minor syllables in Kmhmu'.
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3 Kmhmu' consonant inventory
Kmhmu' has a rich phoneme inventory including 36 consonants.
3.1 Major syllable onsets
Major syllables allow all 35 consonant phonemes as onsets, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Major syllable onsets
Oral stops
Nasal stops
Approximants
Fricatives
Laterals
Trills

bilabial
pʰ p b
m̥ ˀm m
w̥ ˀw w

palatal 4
cʰ c ɟ
ɲ̊
ɲ
ȷ̊ ˀj j

alveolar
tʰ t d
n̥ ˀn n
s
l̥ l
r̥ r

velar
kʰ k ɡ
ŋ̊ ˀŋ ŋ

glottal
ʔ
h

Oral and nasal stops at bilabial, alveolar, palatal and velar places of articulation show three distinctive
laryngeal settings, with the exceptions of a gap for the pre-glottalised palatal nasal /ˀɲ/. Voiceless unaspirated
stops are phonetically stiff voiced, bringing them in-line with the glottalised sonorants. Approximants at
labio-velar and palatal places of articulation also show three distinctive laryngeal settings. The alveolar
liquids /l r/ show only two phonation types, voiced and voiceless. Note that the glottalised liquids, which we
might expect based on principles of phonological symmetry, are not found. In the onset of major syllables
the rhotic is in free variation between a flap and a trill. Only the alveolar sibilant /s/ shows no voicing
contrast. Kmhmu' also has a glottal stop and a voiceless glottal fricative. In initial position voiceless
sonorants are accompanied by a brief voiced transition into the following vowel.
There is some inter-speaker variation for the voiceless labio-velar approximant /w̥/, which can be
realised as a voiceless labiodental fricative [f]. Since this sound is part of the Lao phoneme inventory, this
inter-speaker variation is probably due to language contact. Similarly, the voiced labio-velar approximant /w/
is in free variation with the labiodental approximant [ʋ], which is also a Lao phoneme, for example /sŋ.waʔ/
[sŋ̩.ˈwaʔ]~[sŋ̩.ˈʋaʔ] ʻspiderʼ.
3.2 Major syllable medial consonants
Medial consonants occur following the initial consonant in a major syllable. Clusters are formed with voiced
liquids /l r/ or the labio-velar /w/ approximant following a stop, or with the rhotic /r/ following /s//cʰ/, for
example ɡleʔ ʻhusbandʼ, kwaːl ʻto barkʼ, sreh ʻsandʼ. A noteworthy restriction is that medial /r/ does not cooccur with voiceless unaspirated initial stops, namely /pr, tr, cr, kr/. There are also phonotactic constraints
such that /l/ does not occur with coronal consonants, and /w/ only occurs with velars. The rhotic is realised as
a flap in consonant clusters. Examples of consonant clusters are shown in Table 3.

4

The palatal obstruents are articulated in the alveolopalatal position, which is pronounced with the part of the tongue
just behind the blade and articulating against the roof of the mouth at the front of the hard palate, further forward
than palatal sounds, as described by Pullum and Ladusaw (1996:33, 204). This is true of palatal obstruents in all
phonotactic positions, not just major syllable onsets.
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Table 3: Consonant clusters
Initial
consonant
pʰ
p
b
tʰ
d
s/cʰ 5
ɟ
kʰ
k
ɡ

l
plɔːŋ
bluʔ
klɔːŋ
ɡleʔ

r
pʰrɨa
briʔ
tʰriːk
druɲ
sroʔ/cʰroʔ
ɟruʔ
kʰraȷ̊
ɡraŋ

ʻcalfʼ (of leg)
ʻthighʼ

ʻseedʼ
ʻhusbandʼ

w
ʻfireʼ
ʻforestʼ
ʻfrogʼ
ʻtermiteʼ
ʻto speakʼ
ʻdeepʼ
ʻto laughʼ
ʻhardʼ

kʰwɛːn
kwaːl
ɡwɛːŋ

ʻto be betterʼ
ʻto barkʼ
ʻbeam of
woodʼ

3.3 Major syllable codas
The inventory of consonants for major syllables codas is more restricted than for onsets, with only 15
consonants occurring in codas, as shown in Table 4. The laryngeal contrasts seen in onsets are neutralised in
codas, possible codas including only unreleased voiceless oral stops, voiced nasal stops, voiced liquids /l r/,
the voiced labio-velar approximant /w/ and the voiceless glottal continuant /h/. The exception is the palatal
approximant, which occurs as voiced and voiceless /j ȷ̊ /. This asymmetry is explained by /ȷ̊ / being the modern
reflex of the Proto-Austroasiatic voiceless fricative *s-, as discussed below (Sidwell & Rau 2015).
Table 4: Major syllable codas
Oral stops
Nasal stops
Approximants
Fricatives
Laterals
Trills

bilabial
p
m
w

alveolar
t
n

palatal
c
ɲ
ȷ̊ j

velar
k
ŋ

glottal
ʔ
h

l
r

All syllable-final plosives are voiceless and unreleased. The palatal stop is preceded by a palatal offglide e.g. /buːc/ [buːiȶ] ʻliquorʼ. In major syllable codas the voiced lateral has a short voiced stop transition
preceding the lateral release. The rhotic is consistently realised as a trill in word final position.
The voiceless palatal approximant /ȷ̊ / in final position is realized with little turbulence and so is analysed
as an approximant, rather than a fricative as it was described by Suwilai (2002ːxxviii). An analysis of this
sound as a cluster (Smalley 1961:11) is inconsistent with the restriction of the coda to single final consonants
observed otherwise. In final position, /h ȷ̊ / show articulatory and auditory similarity. The difference in their
places of articulation is manifested in the vowel transition heard as the tongue moves to the palatal position
for /ȷ̊ / final syllables e.g. /kah/ [kah] 'to untie', /kaȷ̊ / [kaiȷ̊ ] ʻto put awayʼ. This analysis is consistent with
Sidwell and Rau's (2015) discussion of the phonetics of the reflexes of Proto-Austroasiatic *-s crosslinguistically, where they state that this coda is reflected in some languages as a palatal approximant /ȷ̊ / with
a clearly audible vowel transition preceding it.

5

There is dialectal variation between /sr/ and /cʰr/. The /sr/ pronunciation is more widespread throughout Eastern
Kmhmu' varieties, while the /cʰr/ pronunciation is used in clans living in or originating from Muang Khoun in the
central part of Xiang Khouang province. (Elisabeth Preisig personal communication)
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3.4 Minor syllable onsets
Minor syllables show a reduced consonant inventory with only 12 initial consonants: /p tʰ t d c k ɡ m l r s h/.
Most commonly, minor syllable onsets are voiceless plosives /p t c k/, voiced liquids /l r/, and fricatives /s h/,
e.g. cm.kɨn ʻfemaleʼ, lɐ.ŋiɲ ʻdarkʼ, sŋ.mah ʻfoodʼ. The less common onsets are found in words formed by
coalescence of earlier compounds (e.g. ɡə ʻ3sgʼ+məʔ ʻwho?/where?ʼ →ɡɐ.məʔ ʻwhich?ʼ), or in expressives
(e.g. mɐ.lam mɐ.lɔːj ʻdisreputablyʼ). The rhotic is realised as a flap in the onset of minor syllables.
3.5 Minor syllable codas
There are two types of minor syllable codas; those that occur freely with any main syllable and those that
only occur in words formed by coda-reduplicating morphology (Svantesson & Holmer, 2015). The former
are more common and consist of voiced liquids /r l/ e.g. kr.waʔ ʻcocoonʼ, kl.jɔːŋ ʻto swimʼ, or one of three
voiced nasals /m n ŋ/ which is generally homorganic with the major syllable onset, km.braʔ ʻwifeʼ, sn.dɛh
ʻbowlʼ, pŋ.ɡaʔ ʻembarrassedʼ (see discussion under Phonological Processes in Minor Syllables). The rhotic is
realised as a flap in the coda of minor syllables.
Less common codas are formed by coda-reduplicating morphology, where the minor syllable coda of a
prefix assimilates to the coda of the root. These codas include the voiced palatal nasal /ɲ/, voiceless plosives
/p t c k/ and the voiced approximants /w j/. Examples of such coda-reduplicating morphology are found in
the prefixation of the causative prefix, p(C)-, and the nominalising prefix, rC-. The most common form of
the causative prefix is pn-, but several examples of coda-reduplicating morphology are found, e.g. tok ʻto
peckʼ (of chickens) +p(C)- → pk.tok ʻto feedʼ (chickens). The coda of the nominalising prefix rC- is most
commonly realised as a homorganic nasal, but some examples of coda-reduplicating morphology are found,
e.g. bak ʻto rideʼ +rC- → rk.bak ʻsaddleʼ. Other instances are seen in the formation of expressives, e.g. kp.ɟəp
ʻcloudy, threateningʼ (of weather) and lj.druaj ʻdistressed to the point of exhaustionʼ. The morphology of
expressives is more extensively dealt with in Svantesson (1983).
3.6 Phonological processes in minor syllables
There are several phonological processes that are found only in minor syllables. The contrast between certain
consonants is neutralised in this environment, as seen in initial fricative variation, liquid variation and final
nasal assimilation.
1. Initial fricative variation is seen for /s/ and /h/ in some minor syllables, e.g. sŋ.ɡɔːŋ~hŋ.ɡɔːŋ ʻsoupʼ;
sn.dɛh~hn.dɛh ʻbowlʼ.
2. Variation between initial liquids /l/ and /r/ in minor syllables can occur along with dissimilation in the
final liquid of the major syllable, e.g. lɐ.ŋar~rɐ.ŋal ʻbone marrowʼ. Variation is also seen between final
/l/ and /r/ in some minor syllables, e.g. kl.ɟaːt~kr.ɟaːt ʻto droolʼ.
3. In most minor syllable final nasals, the place of articulation assimilates to a following obstruent, e.g.
lm.boʔ ʻcowʼ, hn.drəːj ʻwindʼ, hŋ.kɨr ʻthunderʼ. There are several exceptions to this general pattern,
e.g. pm.ɡiː ʻtomorrowʼ, sm.tɔːŋ ʻstretched out (of legs)ʼ, rŋ.dɔːŋ ʻsteps/ladderʼ. The nasal coda of the
nominalising prefix sŋ- does not assimilate to the major syllable onset, e.g. blia ʻbeautifulʼ, sŋ.blia
ʻsomething beautifulʼ; dɨːm ʻto believeʼ, sŋ.dɨːm ʻbeliefsʼ; cuʔ ʻto hurtʼ, sŋ.cuʔ ʻpainʼ; ɡɔːŋ ʻto make
soupʼ, sŋ.ɡɔːŋ ʻsoupʼ. Similarly, when the causative prefix p(C)- has a nasal coda, it generally does not
assimilate to the major syllable onset, e.g. bi:t ʻto go out (fire)ʼ, pn.bi:t ʻto extinguishʼ; ɟəʔ ʻdirtyʼ,
pn.ɟəʔ ʻto make dirtyʼ; ɡem ʻsaltyʼ, pn.ɡem ʻto make saltyʼ.

4 Kmhmu' vowel inventory
Kmhmu' has 10 distinctive vowel qualities, all of which occur in both short and long forms. This gives a total
of 20 vowel phonemes, as shown in Table 5. There are three sets of front, central, and back vowels with
close, close-mid and open-mid tongue height, as well as an open central vowel. The front vowels are spread,
the central vowels are neutral, and the back vowels are rounded. All three close vowels can form diphthongs
with the open central vowel as a target vowel: /ia/, /ɨa/, and /ua/, for example riah ʻrootʼ, pɐ.sɨam ʻnightʼ, and
sruat ʻmorningʼ.
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Table 5: Kmhmu' vowels

close
close-mid
open-mid
open
diphthongs

front
unrounded
i iː
e
eː
ɛ ɛː

central
unrounded
ɨ ɨː
ə
əː
ɜ
ɜː
a aː
ɨa

ia

back
rounded
u uː
o
oː
ɔ
ɔː
ua

The front and back vowels show three vowel heights, but in the central vowels four vowel heights are
found. The open-mid central unrounded vowel /ɜ/ is contrasted with the other central vowels as seen in the
following examples, dɨːm ʻto believeʼ, ʔnəːm ʻretributionʼ, ʔnɜːm ʻImperative particleʼ, and ʔnaːm ʻamountʼ.
If diphthongs precede a final palatal consonant, there is fronting of the target vowel [a] to [ɛ], as the
active articulator prepares for the palatal closure, for example /klɨac/ [klɨɛȶ̚] ʻbaldʼ.
Vowel length in closed syllables is phonologically contrastive in all 10 vowel qualities. Examples are
shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Contrastive vowel length examples
Vowel
quality
i
e
ɛ
ɨ
ə
ɜ
a
u
o
ɔ

Short
pin
kep
dɛk
kɨt
mək
dɜɲ
pat
put
pok
ʔɔk

Long

ʻto spinʼ
ʻto cutʼ (with scissors)
ʻa littleʼ
ʻthick forestʼ
ʻink, tattooʼ
ʻprotruding slightlyʼ
ʻduckʼ
ʻto extinguishʼ
ʻto biteʼ
ʻchestʼ

piːn
keːp
dɛːk
kɨːt
məːk məːk
dɜːɲ
paːt
puːt
poːk
ʔɔːk

ʻto turn overʼ
ʻcheekʼ
ʻto measureʼ
ʻto use as a leverʼ
ʻto daydreamʼ
ʻcute smileʼ
ʻto cut apartʼ
ʻcloudʼ
ʻknob on a treeʼ
ʻgoitreʼ

4.1 Vowels in minor syllables
In minor syllables with vocalic rhymes, the vowel quality is generally non-contrastive, most often being
realised as the close central vowel [ɨ] and occasionally showing variation between [ɨ~ə~ɐ] in harmony with
the height of the vowel in the major syllable, e.g. /sɐ.ʔɔːŋ/ [sɐ̆.ˈʔɔːŋ] ʻwoodʼ. As discussed in 2.1 Minor
syllables, very rare unpredictable variation in minor syllable vowel quality is found as in the minimal pair
/hi.ʔiar/ 'chicken' and /ha.ʔia/ 'sweet'. There is also dialectal variation in the quality of the central vowel in
minor syllables, e.g. /hɐ.ʔeʔ/ [hɪ̆ .ˈʔeʔ]~[hɐ̆.ˈʔeʔ] ʻfirewoodʼ.
Minor syllables with consonantal rhymes in most cases have a syllabic sonorant consonant and thus no
vowel, e.g. /cm.brɔʔ/ [ȶm̩.ˈbrɔʔ] ʻmaleʼ. In those much less common cases where there is an obstruent coda,
an epenthetic vowel is inserted after the initial consonant. This vowel is predictably a close central vowel
that is reduced in both quality and quantity, e.g. /pk.tak/ [pɨk.ˈtak] ʻto attachʼ.

5 Kmhmu' word formation patterns
Kmhmu' is a predominantly isolating language with no inflectional morphology. Compounding is a
productive process for word formation. There is some derivational morphology using prefixes and an infix.
Word formation is governed by the canonical word structure of Kmhmu' consisting of a heavy or major
syllable with the possibility of one or two minor syllables preceding it. When affixation, reduplication, or
compounding occurs, the resulting derived word must follow the established syllable canon for the language.
A full exploration of derivational morphology in Kmhmu' is beyond the scope of this paper, but see
discussion in Svantesson (1983).
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5.1 Compounding
When compounds are formed, in order to retain the canonical word structure, the first element becomes
similar to a minor syllable. The vowel length is shortened although there is often some retention of vowel
quality. In careful speech or in written form the separate words are maintained, while in normal speech they
take the rhythmic pattern of a disyllabic iamb. E.g. maʔ ʻmotherʼ + ʔeːm ʻwifeʼs brotherʼ → mɐ.ʔeːm
[mɐ̆.ˈʔeːm] ʻwife of motherʼs brotherʼ.
5.2 Prefixation
The four prefixes found in Kmhmu' are a productive nominalising prefix, sŋ-, 6 a less productive
nominalising prefix, rN-, a resultative state prefix with the forms tL- 7, hN-, and a causative prefix, p(C)-.
The place of articulation of the nasal coda of the nominalising prefix, sŋ-, does not usually vary as might
be expected by assimilation to the place of articulation of the following C, although some exceptions have
been noted. On the other hand, the nominalising prefix, rN-, and the nasal-final forms of the resultative state
prefix, hN-, both show place assimilation of the final nasal to the following C.
The causative prefix, p(C)-, is highly productive. By far the most common form is pn- (74% of 423
examples), which is the only form that attaches to disyllabic stems. The next most common form is p-. Some
very few examples of causative prefixes with t,k or l,ŋ codas are found. Stop codas only occur in codareduplicating morphology with their respective stems, e.g. ɟaːt ʻto droolʼ, pt.ɟaːt ʻto cause to dripʼ; tok ʻto
peckʼ, pk.tok ʻto feed(chickens)ʼ. Some very few examples of coda-reduplicating morphology are also found
with final ŋ, e.g. rɨŋ ʻto endureʼ, pŋ.rɨŋ ʻto restrain oneselfʼ. As mentioned under Phonological Processes in
Minor Syllables, in the majority of instances the nasal coda of the causative prefix does not assimilate to the
onset of the stem. But some examples of dialectal variation between the nasals are found, e.g. ɡraŋ ʻhard,
strongʼ, pn.ɡraŋ~pŋ.ɡraŋ ʻto stiffenʼ. Examples are shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Examples of prefixation
mah
cuʔ
kaːr
sɐ.lah
bɔʔ
sih
ɡaːt

ʻto eatʼ
ʻto hurtʼ
ʻto grillʼ
ʻto be surplusʼ
ʻto carry on backʼ
ʻto lie downʼ
ʻto attach rungs to
a treeʼ
ʻto breakʼ
ʻlightʼ
ʻto openʼ
ʻto tearʼ
ʻto dig upʼ
ʻto leaveʼ
ʻto peckʼ
ʻto remove over
the headʼ
ʻto eatʼ

+ sŋ- NOM →
+ sŋ- NOM →
+ sŋ- NOM →
+ sŋ- NOM →
+rN- NOM →
+rN- NOM →

sŋ.mah
sŋ.cuʔ
sŋ.kaːr
sŋ.sɐ.lah
rm.bɔʔ
rn.sih

+rN- NOM →

rŋ.ɡaːt

+ tL- RES →
+ tL- RES →
+ hN- RES →
+ hN- RES →
+ hN- RES →
+ p(C)- CAUS →
+ p(C)- CAUS →

tl.pak
tr.bah
hm.paːŋ
hn.caːk
hŋ.ɡrɨaȷ̊
pɐ.duʔ
pk.tok

ʻfoodʼ
ʻsufferingʼ
ʻgrilled foodʼ
ʻremainderʼ
ʻbackpack strapsʼ
ʻbedʼ
ʻladder rungsʼ

ʻbrokenʼ
ʻradiantʼ
ʻopenedʼ
ʻtornʼ
ʻuprootedʼ
ʻto drive outʼ
ʻto feed (chickens)ʼ
ʻto remove over
wəːc
+ p(C)- CAUS →
pl.wəːc
someone else's headʼ
mah
+ p(C)- CAUS →
pn.mah
ʻto feedʼ
ʻto train to get used
ɡəːj
ʻto be used toʼ
+ p(C)- CAUS →
pn.ɡəːj
toʼ
ʻto dress (someone
hŋ.koʔ
ʻto put onʼ (shirt)
+ p(C)- CAUS →
pn.hŋ.koʔ
else)ʼ
sɐ.ɡar
ʻstraightʼ
+ p(C)- CAUS →
pn.sɐ.ɡar ʻto straightenʼ
ɟaːt
ʻto droolʼ
+ p(C)- CAUS →
pt.ɟaːt
ʻto cause to dripʼ
NOM = nominalising prefix; RES = resultative state prefix; CAUS = causative prefix
pak
bah
paːŋ
caːk
ɡrɨaȷ̊
duʔ
tok

6
7

For a fuller discussion of sɨŋ see Osborne 2009:36.
L is used here as a generic symbol for liquids.
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As mentioned above, prefixes take the shape of minor syllables, e.g. mah ʻto eatʼ + sŋ- nominalising
prefix → sŋ.mah ʻfoodʼ. When a prefix is added to a disyllabic iamb, the resultant word has 2 minor
syllables. E.g. hŋ.koʔ ʻto put onʼ (shirt) + p(C)- causative prefix → pn.hŋ.koʔ ʻto dress (someone else)ʼ. In
Kmhmu' this is only found with the causative prefix pn- or the nominalising prefix sŋ-. Costello (1966)
describes a similar trisyllablic pattern with derivational prefixation in Katu.
5.3 Infixation
The nominalising (or instrumental) infix found in Kmhmu' takes the forms -rn-, -r-, -n-. The most common
form is -rn-, which is added to monosyllabic stems with simple onsets, such that -r becomes the coda of the
minor syllable and n- becomes the onset of the major syllable in the resulting word, e.g. hiːp ʻto spoon outʼ +
-rn- → hr.niːp ʻspoonʼ.
When a monosyllabic stem has a complex onset, the infix has the form -r- which is inserted after C1 to
become the coda of the minor syllable, and C2 becomes the onset of the major syllable, e.g. klam ʻto carry on
shoulderʼ + -r- → kr.lam ʻcarrying poleʼ. A similar pattern is seen with disyllabic stems when the minor
syllable has no coda, where -r- is inserted as the coda of the minor syllable, e.g. cɐ.mɔːl ʻto dibbleʼ + -r- →
cr.mɔːl ʻdibble stickʼ. The infix is not seen with disyllabic stems with a minor syllable coda.
If the complex onset in a monosyllabic stem contains r, the infix has the form -n-, which becomes the
coda of the minor syllable. In order to facilitate pronunciation of the r onset in the resulting major syllable,
an excrescent [d] is inserted, e.g. ɡrat ʻto measureʼ+ -n[d]- → kn.drat ʻmeasuring scoopʼ. This
morphophonemic process is also seen in Katuic languages (Sidwell 2005). One instance of this process is
also found with a simple onset stem, kɔːr ʻto flowʼ+ -n[d]- → kn.dɔːr ʻbamboo water pipeʼ.
Morphophonemic changes, such as devoicing or de-aspiration of minor syllable onsets, occur during the
affixation process to comply with constraints of the minor syllable, e.g. ɟriɑh ʻto combʼ +-n[d]- → cn.driɑh
ʻcombʼ. Examples of infixation are shown in Table 8.
Table 8: Examples of infixation
pɔʔ
tam
m̥aːn
ɟriɑh

ʻto sweepʼ
ʻto beat (a gong)ʼ
ʻto buryʼ
ʻto combʼ

+ -rn- →
+ -rn- →
+ -r- →
+ -n[d]- →

pr.nɔʔ
tr.nam
hr.maːn
cn.driɑh

ʻbroomʼ
ʻbeating sticksʼ
ʻcemeteryʼ
ʻcombʼ

6 Vowel length neutralisation
In order to address the question of what is the relative vowel length in syllables with final laryngeal
consonants /ʔ h ȷ̊ / compared with contrastive long and short vowels in other syllables, recordings were made
of a list of Kmhmu' words.
Data for analysis of vowel length were chosen in sets of words with matching or phonetically similar
onset and vowel quality, and varying with respect to vowel length and coda. As far as was possible, each set
included words with an open syllable (Vː), long vowel and stop coda (Vː stop), short vowel and stop coda (V
stop), long vowel and sonorant coda (Vː son), short vowel and sonorant coda (V son), /ʔ/ coda (Vʔ), /h/ coda
(Vh) and /ȷ̊ / coda (Vȷ̊ ), e.g. kaː ʻbraveʼ, kaːp ʻchinʼ, kak ʻgelatinousʼ, kaːl ʻbeforeʼ, kal ʻto measureʼ, kaʔ
ʻfishʼ, kah ʻto untieʼ, kaȷ̊ ʻto put awayʼ. Eight sets of monothongs were chosen, a total of 66 words. Five sets
of diphthongs were chosen, a total of 19 words, bringing the total to 85 words. Because many of the
diphthong sets were incomplete particularly with respect to final /ʔ/ /h/ and /ȷ̊ /, another 12 words were chosen
apart from the matching sets to make a total of 31 words with diphthongs and 97 words in all. (See Appendix
A: Initial Wordlist and Appendix B: Additional Wordlist)
The initial 85 words were recorded in one session with the native speaker Mrs Bounthanh
Keobounmanh, aged 40, from Hin Tit Village, Hin Heup District, Vientiane Province. The additional 12
words were recorded at a later date with the same speaker. Data were elicited by a written list of words in
Lao which the speaker had previously studied. Each word was spoken four times; the first, second and fourth
times in isolation and the third time in a frame.
Vowel lengths for each recording were measured using Praat, and averages calculated for the three
utterances spoken in isolation for each word. These were grouped by syllable type, e.g. Vː, and an average
calculated for each grouping, in order to establish the relative vowel length. Vowels in Vː son syllables, 316
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(243-364)ms, were slightly longer than in Vː stop syllables, 273 (243-292)ms, but largely overlapping and so
close that these groups were combined for purposes of analysis. Similar groupings were also made for words
recorded in a frame and average vowel lengths calculated.
For major syllables vowel length is phonologically contrastive in closed syllables with monophthongs.
This vowel quantity contrast is neutralised in three syllable typesː
1. open syllables with either monophthongs or diphthongs;
2. closed syllables with diphthongs;
3. syllables ending with /ʔ h ȷ̊ /.
Measurements of vowel length in different syllable types recorded with words in isolation are given in
Table 9.
Table 9: Average vowel length in milliseconds (range) for words in isolation
Syllable type
open
closed long
closed short
-ʔ
-h
-ȷ̊

Monophthongs
505 (474-533)
295 (243-364)
158 (101-200)
277 (251-309)
218 (192-235)
254 (182-225)

Diphthongs
526 (509-551)
292 (263-353)
308 (272-333)
278 (226-305)
259 (228-292)

Vowels in open syllables are always long, on average 505 ms 8 for monophthongs and 526 ms for
diphthongs; longer than in any other syllables. See Figure 3 for waveform and spectrogram of the open
syllable kaː.
Figure 3: Waveform and spectrogram for kaː

8

Measurements given for monophthongs are an average of a minimum of 21 recordings of words in isolation.
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Monophthongs in closed syllables show contrastive length, with long vowels averaging 295 ms and
short vowels 158 ms. See Figures 4 and 5 for waveforms and spectrograms of long and short vowels in
closed syllables, kaːp and kak.
Figure 4: Waveform and spectrogram for kaːp

Figure 5: Waveform and spectrogram for kak

There is no length contrast for diphthongs in closed syllables.
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Syllables with final laryngeal consonants /ʔ h ȷ̊ / show no vowel length contrast. The duration of glottal
stop final syllables, although showing no vowel length contrast, lies within the range of the long closed
syllables. So although the average duration is intermediate, it is much closer to long than short. See Figure 6
for waveform and spectrogram of the glottal stop final syllable kaʔ.
Figure 6: Waveform and spectrogram for kaʔ

Vowel duration for final /h ȷ̊ / is consistently intermediate between long and short, but closer to long than
short, with the upper end of the range of /ȷ̊ / overlapping with the lower end of the long vowel range.
Although it might be expected that syllables with final /ȷ̊ / would show contrastive vowel length like those
with the other approximants /w j/, this is not seen. The neutralisation of vowel length with final /ȷ̊ / is thought
to be due to the articulatory and auditory similarity to the glottal continuant /h/. See Figures 7 and 8 for
waveforms and spectrograms of the /h/ and /ȷ̊ / final syllables kah and kaȷ̊.
Figure 7: Waveform and spectrogram for kah
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Figure 8: Waveform and spectrogram for kaȷ̊

Diphthongs in syllables with final laryngeal consonants /-ʔ -h -ȷ̊ / tend to be slightly longer than
monophthongs, as is the pattern for all syllable types.
Measurements were also taken of vowel length in different syllable types recorded with framed words,
and are given in Table 10.
Table 10: Average vowel length in milliseconds (range) for framed words
Syllable type
open
closed long
closed short
-ʔ
-h
-ȷ̊

Monophthongs
303 (289-324)
206 (180-249)
125 (88-160)
214 (162-263)
165 (149-189)
206 (182-225)

Diphthongs
329 (298-355)
203 (170-242)
232 (216-279)
215 (182-248)
195 (167-217)

The measurements taken of words in a sentence frame showed that vowels in all syllable types are
shorter in a frame. Vowels in open syllables are more strongly reduced than other syllable types, on average
61% of the length of words in isolation, probably due to not having an endpoint in isolated speech. Other
syllable types, excluding open syllables, are reduced on average to 75% of the length of words in isolation,
but the same general patterns of relative length for vowels in words in isolation hold true for words in the
frame. This differs with Suwilai's (1987:13) observation that vowels in /ʔ/ final syllables are long in isolation
but short in connected speech. Vowels in open syllables are clearly longest. In this smaller data set, syllables
with final /ʔ/ are actually slightly longer than closed long syllables, although as only one measurement was
made for each word this difference is not significant. After this come /h ȷ̊ / final syllables of intermediate
length and finally closed short syllables. See Figure 9 for waveform and spectrogram of the /ʔ/ final syllable
kaʔ when recorded in a frame.
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Figure 9: Waveform and spectrogram for kaʔ in frame

In conclusion, vowel length of monophthongs is contrastive in closed syllables, except where there is
a laryngeal coda /ʔ h ȷ̊ /, in which case this contrast is neutralized. The average vowel length for /ʔ h ȷ̊ / final
syllables is intermediate, and closer to closed long syllables than closed short syllables. Monophthongs in
open syllables and diphthongs in both open and closed syllables are always long, with diphthongs generally
slightly longer than long monophthongs. These patterns clearly observed in words in isolation were reflected
in framed words and are summarized with examples in Table 11.
Table 11: Examples of vowel length contrast and neutralization
Vowel length
Contrastive

Always long

Always intermediate

Syllable type
closed long
closed short
open monophthong
open diphthong
closed diphthong
ʔ final
h final
ȷ̊ final

tuːt
tuk
puː
pua
tual
tuʔ
puh
tuȷ̊

Examples
ʻplantʼ
ʻto tie upʼ
ʻempty huskʼ
ʻtreat by incantationʼ
ʻendpointʼ
ʻbump intoʼ
ʻto washʼ
ʻfrothʼ

7 Summary
The variety of Kmhmu' described in this paper exhibits no contrast of vowel phonation or tone, but has a rich
segmental phoneme inventory of 36 consonants and 20 vowels. Oral stops at bilabial, alveolar, palatal and
velar places of articulation show a three-way contrast of voiceless, voiced and voiceless aspirated. Nasal
stops and approximants have voicing and preglottalisation distinctions, while liquids show voicing contrast
only. The voiceless palatal approximant in final position is interpreted as an approximant rather than a
fricative because it is realized with little turbulence. Although final /h/ and / ȷ̊ / show articulatory and auditory
similarity, the difference in their places of articulation is manifested in the vowel transition heard as the
tongue moves to the palatal position for /ȷ̊ / final syllables.
Kmhmu' has 10 distinctive vowel qualities each occurring in short and long forms, making a total of 20
vowel phonemes. Vowel length is distinctive for monophthongs in major syllables that are closed by oral and
nasal consonants, but length contrast is neutralized in open syllables and in syllables closed by laryngeal
consonants /ʔ h ȷ̊ /. Diphthongs are always treated as long vowels. The neutralisation of vowel length with
final /ȷ̊ / is thought to be due to the articulatory and auditory similarity to final /h/.
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It is hoped that the data presented in support of these conclusions will contribute to comparative studies
in other varieties of Kmhmu'.

Appendix A: Initial Wordlist
No.

Lao

Kmhmu'
(Roman)
kayh

Phonemic

English gloss

kaȷ̊

ʻto put awayʼ

1.

Ǿ)
′ǻ ♂(ōẁ

2.
3.

▪ Ĕ♥ ĉ ĉ ☻, Ħ☻
Ǿĉ ĉ ☻
ħ♪ ′ Ĕ

kah

kah

ʻto untieʼ

ka'

kaʔ

ʻfishʼ

4.

☻
ǾĔĈ Ĕĳ
♀Ĕ♂
☼
ſǾĳ

ka

kaː

ʻbraveʼ

kaap
kak

kaːp
kak

ʻchinʼ
ʻgelatinousʼ

☻
ǽĉ ĳ
Āų♦ ĦĲ☻

kaal

kaːl

ʻbeforeʼ

kal
kôh
kôôl (rep)

kal
koh
koːl (rəp)

ǽ
(Ĉ
Ǽ
ų ♂)☻
ǻ♂
◦ŉ
ŵ
āǾĳ
Ŵ
♥Ǿ▪ , Ĉǻ Ā
Ŵ
15. ▪ǾĔ♂
ǽ
16. ā Ẃ♂ĥ♀
ŷ ĉ ♂♪ǻ ☻◦ǻ ♂

kôl
kôông
kôn
khrayh

kol
koːŋ
kon
kʰraȷ̊

ʻto measureʼ
ʻto cut offʼ
ʻweighted bottom of a
fishing netʼ
ʻbent overʼ
ʻempty huskʼ
ʻskirtʼ
ʻto laughʼ

khrah (gaang)

kʰrah (ɡaːŋ)

ʻto dismantleʼ

khra'

kʰraʔ

Ǻ♦ , ◦ ĉ ☻
17. ☼
18. Ĉ Ā♂ĩĀ
Ǿ
19. ☼
ų♂
ǽ
20. ĥ♀
ŷ ĉ ♂☼ĉ ♂
Ǿ
♦ ĳ Ħ♦ǽĀĪ
21. ŵ

khraac
khraang

kʰraːc
kʰraːŋ

ʻsound of many things
fallingʼ
ʻto scrapeʼ
ʻto set asideʼ

khrang

kʰraŋ

ʻto secureʼ

khrwang
pdayh

kʰrɨaŋ
p.daȷ̊

ʻthings, belongingsʼ
ʻto writheʼ

dah

dah

ʻwidely spacedʼ

da'
da
hndaak

daʔ
daː
hn.daːk

ʻat, in, on, from, toʼ
ʻto paintʼ
ʻlower downʼ

(hrôôy) dak

ʻa spirit entered (someone)ʼ

daat
dat

(r̥oːj) dak
daːt
dat

daang

daːŋ

ʻlizardʼ

dang

daŋ

ʻto spread arms outʼ

dar

dar

ʻto runʼ

(hnduum) pdaac

(hn.duːm) p.daːc ʻoverripeʼ

dac
tah

dac
tah

ʻto tossʼ
ʻto pickʼ

ta'
ta

taʔ
taː

ʻgrandfatherʼ
ʻto challenge to a wagerʼ

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

♪ų♦
10. ′ǽĉ ▪ ĦĈ
11.
12.
13.
14.

22.
23.
24.
25.

Ĉ ĀĔ′ǽĔ♂♣ǽĔ♂
ǽ
Ĳ
ŵ
ĲĔ
ĲĔ♂☻
Ǿĉ ♂

26. ″ŵ ☻Āĳ ☼Āųĳ
27. ĥ♫
ŷĉ☻
♦
28. ♫
ǾĀĳ ,ℓẁŵ
♠ ♠ǾẂ▪ /ħ♪ Ŵ
♠ ☻Ẃ▪
29. ħ♪ Ŵ
30. ĀĔĦ☼ĳ ,♠ǽĔ♂Ħ☼ĳ
31. Ħ◦ǽĳ
ŷĉ♥
32. āſ ☻ĥ′ǽ
33. ħ♥ ĳ
′ ♦ (′Ŵ♦ ō Ĕ☻ĩ▪Ǿ)
34. Ŵ
35. ĲǾĔĀ
36. ◦ǻ ♂☻
ųĳ
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No.

Lao

Kmhmu'
(Roman)

Phonemic

English gloss

37. ♀Ĕ♥ ĉ ĉ ☻
38. ♪Ŵ♦

taak

taːk

ʻto spit outʼ

tak

tak

ʻto stick toʼ

39. ā Ẃŉ , ′ ų☻
40. Ĳų☻,ā Ĕĳ

tap

tap

ʻto pierceʼ

taañ
tañ

taːɲ
taɲ

ʻto weaveʼ
ʻto jabʼ

taam
tam (rbaang)

taːm
tam (r.baːŋ)

ʻeightʼ
ʻto beat a gongʼ

taar

taːr

ʻto call a squirrelʼ

taay
tay (hla' tmbri')
tuyh
tu
tuut

taːj
taj (l̥ aʔ tm.briʔ)
tuȷ̊
tuː
tuːt

ʻolder siblingʼ
ʻto gatherʼ
ʻfrothʼ
ʻto falsely accuseʼ
ʻplantʼ

tuk
tuuñ (phrwa)

tuk
tuːɲ (pʰrɨa)

ʻto tie upʼ
ʻto ignite (fire)ʼ

tung
(kdong)

tuŋ

ʻrice-wine drinking setʼ

puh
pu'

puh
puʔ

ʻto washʼ
ʻto hitʼ

55. ŵ
◦ ŉ (Ħ☻
◦ ŉ)
ǽĳ ŵ
56. ĥ▪ ☻
57. ♦ųŉ (ĩ□ )
58. Ċ
ǾĔĩĊǽ
59. ā Ẃ♂ĳǻ ☻Ŵ
ŉĳǽ
′ ĳ ĩ′
Ŷ
60. ĳ ĉ ĳ ♪ Ĕ♥ ▫Ǻ
ǽ◦ǾĔ
61. ĥ◦ ĔĒĩ′
62. ĥ″ǽ
Ĳ ĉ ĔĨ ā ♥Ǻ
ǽĦ☼Ā♂
ŵ
ǻ Ĕ☼▪ſ ǽ
ĉſ ♦ǻ ▪ ĩ♣

pu
puut
put (phrwa)

puː
puːt
put (pʰrɨa)

ʻempty rice huskʼ
ʻfogʼ
ʻto extinguish(fire)ʼ

puur
pur
royh
roh
(Kmhmu') rook

puːr
pur
rɔȷ̊
rɔh
(km.m̥uʔ) rɔːk

ʻto clean up ricefieldʼ
ʻsound of bird flyingʼ
ʻto lie aroundʼ
ʻto go along besideʼ
ʻKmhmu' group in
Udomxayʼ

63. Ċĉ ♂(ℓŷǾĳ )
64. ẁ
ĳǾĔĲẁĔ▪ Ē♦ Ĕ
Diphthongs
ǽ
65. ☻
☼Ā
Ŵĳ Ŵ
66. Ŵ
ŉ ♦ ♪ǻ ĳ ♪ǻ Ā
67. ħ♂
ǽ
68. Ĉ ĀĔĳ
Ǿ
69. ŵ
☼
70. ā Ẃ♂♦ų♂♀Ē◦ Ē

roong
(ôm) rong

rɔːŋ
(ʔom) rɔŋ

ʻto line with leavesʼ
ʻuntreatedʼ

wayh
rm'iah
ia'
h'ia
iak
iac

ʔɨaȷ̊
rm.ʔiah
ʔiaʔ
ha.ʔia
ʔiak
ʔiac

iat
ian
h'iar
jwa
jwang

ʔiat
ʔian
hi.ʔiar
ɟɨa
ɟɨaŋ

ʻto stinkʼ
ʻto roll (oneself) overʼ
ʻstupidʼ
ʻsweetʼ
ʻexcrementʼ
ʻsound of passing through
thick forestʼ
ʻto keep secretʼ
ʻeelʼ
ʻchickenʼ
ʻlineage, family lineʼ
ʻfoot, stepʼ

41. ♪ŵ (Ĩ ♣
Ǿĩ▪Ǿ☼
Ǿĉ ĳ ĦĈ ◦ ▪ ♪ŵ )
42. Ħ′ ♦
43. ♪ŵ ☻ĉ ♂
44. Ċ
Ǿĉ ♂(☻ĒĊĉ ☻Ċ
Ǿĉ ♂)
Ǿ
45. ĉǾĔ♥ /ĥĉŷ ĉ ♥
46. ĥ☻
ų ŉ ″ų☻
47. □ ĉ ♦
48. Ĩ āǽĊ
ā
ǾĔ♥ ′ǾĔ♥ ŵ
Ǿ
49. ♪ǻ ĳ , ☻
ǻ☻
50. ▪ų♦

51. ĩ♪Ǿ (ĩ□ )
ǾĔĩĈ
ĳǾĔĨ āǽĥĈ
52. ĉſ ♂ẁ
ǻǼ
ǽ
ĥ♀
ĳǾĔ
ŷ ĉ ♂ħ♪ ♂ẁ
53. ♣ų☻
54. ♪ŵ

71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

ĉ ĔĩĀ
ẁ
Ǿ
ħ♪ ĉ Ẃĳ
ĩ☻
ǽ
Ǿ
ĥ♣
ŷ ĉ ā Ĕ♥
♪ŵ ĳ
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No.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.

Lao
ħ♪ □ Ĕĳ
ĥ▫ǻ Ĕ
″ų☻ĲẂ▪
Ĉ
ǼĔ♥
ĊĔ☻ĩ▪Ǿ
ĈǾĉ ♥ ĥ′ų ĳ Ħ♫Ā
Ċų♦ ĥ☼
ǻǾĔ
◦ų☻Ħŉǽ♂Ĉ ĳǽĉ ♥ Ĉ ǽ
ĳ♂
Ŷ
♪ Ĕ♥
ĩō Ǿ

Kmhmu'
(Roman)
puayh
pua
puang
rwañ
riah
sk-riak
hriat
riam (uun)
haan
ha'

Phonemic
puaȷ̊
pua
puaŋ
rɨaɲ
riah
sk.riak
r̥iat
riam (ʔuːn)
haːn
haʔ

English gloss
ʻdeerʼ
ʻtreat by incantationʼ
ʻgarlicʼ
ʻmanyʼ
ʻrootʼ
ʻhanging in rowsʼ
ʻto tightenʼ
ʻtake a portionʼ
ʻto dieʼ
ʻto be burntʼ

Appendix B: Additional Wordlist
No.

Lao

Kmhmu'
(Roman)
rm'uah

Phonemic

English gloss

rm.ʔuah

ʻhumidʼ

sia'

siaʔ

ʻsister's husbandʼ

krnwayh

kr.nɨaȷ̊

ʻshatteredʼ

2.
3.

ĉǻ ŉ ĥĉǻǾĔ
ĉǾĔ♥ ĥ☼
ŵ♥ Ĉ
ŷǼĳǾĉ ♂ĥ☼
ŵ♥
Ĉ▪ ĉ ĳ

4.

Ĉŵ
Ā

jriah

ɟriah

ʻcombʼ

5.
6.

ĊĔ☻ĉǻ ĀĒĪ
℅
ǻ ĳ ĥĉŷǾĉ ĳ

ua'
rwayh

ʔuaʔ
rɨaȷ̊

ʻsound of vomitingʼ
ʻto ceaseʼ

smpwa'
sruayh

smpwaʔ
sruaȷ̊

ʻto violate a tabooʼ
ʻto nudge with the toeʼ

ɲuaʔ
muaȷ̊

ʻto trickʼ

1.

7.
8.

ǽ
Ħ▪ǽ◦Ǻ☻ĉǽĉ ĳ ĥŉ
ŷ ĉ ĉ ĔĈ Ĕĳ
Ǿ
ĥ♪ Ēℓŷ ĳ

ñua'
♥ǻ ĀĒ
muayh
10. ♦ſ ♦ (ō Ǻ♦ſ ♦ )
11. ĥ′ŷ ĉ ☻ĩ▪Ǿ♣Ēĳ
Ǿ♀
ǾẂĀō Ĕ☻ klciah
Ŵ♦ Ōǽ
Ŷ ♂Ĩ ♣
Ǿĳ
vwayh
♥ ĥŉ
☼
12. ẁ
ŷǾĉ ♂Ōǽ
Ŷ ♂Ŷ
9.

kl.ciah
wɨaȷ̊

ʻto poke with the snoutʼ
ʻchewable tree barkʼ
ʻto lift offʼ
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